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 Background: Extracting disease or health related information is of good concentration 
in healthcare sector now-a-days. The health sector data has three type of information 
such as digit value, medical definition, and definite value. Many extraction methods are 
term-based but the issues faced are polysemy and synonymy. It’s also results in many 
matches for a single term. So difficult to extract the information is efficiency. 
Objective: Information extraction from huge health care dataset using Chief, Tweak, 
Abridge Matrix and Midst Measure. The Tweak matrix and Abridge Matrix will find 
the impact between the extracted diseases, midst measure is used for making decision 
about the disease information to be extracted. Results: The DIECTA method holds 
0.9532 % higher average of precision with more relevant instances from the records. 
The average recall value remains 0.554 % and the average of F-measure shows 0.576 % 
which status that high accurate instances were extracted. Conclusion: method Disease 
Closeness, Disease Matrix, Midst Measure based classifier is proposed to extract 
accurate and the relevant disease. The results are evaluated using RC and Coverage 
measure of machine learning. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
An (EHR) Electronic Health Record or an (EMR) Electronic Medical Record is defined as “an electronic 

form of the old record used by the healthcare Sectors” (Sewell, 2012). EMR plays a central role since it includes 
a long-term record of care and a record of events from different types of care, including instructions, prospective 
information such as plans, orders and evaluations (Garde, P. Knaup, E. Hovenga, and S. Heard, 2007). Health 
record or clinical document classification is one of the most rewarding, yet very challenging in data mining.  In 
this context, the goal of the Information Extraction (IE) on EMR is to provide physicians with the correct 
information at the right place for the right person (Ondo, 2002). Special effort has been exerted to collect 
specialized medical records. Although medical evidence are available in large number of idioms, IE is designed 
for texts and medical records. Machine learning models has very strong emphasis on vocabulary, whereas 
computational models heavily rely on the constitution of text resources. Stakeholder often expect a growing 
need for representing and processing imprecise and undefined information. This is owed to the point that 
exactitude and inexact is an inherent nature of human reasoning and decision making processes. Typically, 
disease information is extracted by matching the query words to the terms in medical documents. However, 
search query matching methods may be inaccurate, because there are commonly various ways to express a given 
model, May be not match with relevant document of the literal terms in a user’s query. An improved method 
should be allow users to extract information on the basis of a relevant topic or apt meaning a document. The 
proposed method DIECTA will overcome the issues of query matching by using CTA Matrix and Midst 
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measure The ICD-10 (ICD10, 2014) Database is helpful for input based information extraction. An ICD-10-CM 
(International Classification of Diseases) code is a seven digit number with a fraction next the third digit. The 
Codes are arranged in a different levels, for disease identification (HaCohen, 2003). It contains details about 
disease, symptoms, location, causes and description details. The research article is organized as follows. Section 
II provides brief review of the literature. Section III explains the proposed architecture. In Section IV, Phase of 
the proposed method are described. In section V, empirical findings are delivered with discussion. Section VI 
brings the conclusion of this proposed work.  
 
Relation With Other Works: 

In (Lejeune, G., Brixtel, R., Doucet, A, and Lucas, N, 2015) the authors described, DANIEL system 
detecting epidemic events for news surveillance system. This method commonly screen various languages 
namely English, Chinese, polish, extra… and it’s nearly the sate-of-art methods. It’s has lower cost, because it 
did not need word, language parser and dictionary like other methods.  

In (Myron Papadakos, Yannis Tzitzikas, 2014) the author referred Posting list caching can reduce the 
amount of disk input output involved in query processing, affords higher utilization and hit rates than result 
caching, and can combine terms to answer incoming queries. 

In (Dong Deng, Zhiguo Gong, Li Jianhua Feng, Guoliang and Yi Duan, 2014) this proposed framework to 
several functions like dissimilarity, similarity, jacquard similarity, cosine similarity, edit distance, dice 
similarity, and edit similarity. In stared various real world method has approximate entity extraction on data 
stream for high-performance. Mainly focus the authors achieve supreme perform from devising efficient 
algorithms. 

In (Goran Galva, 2015) this proposed method described, participated in the Task 14 of SemEval 2015 
evaluation campaign and disease mentioned in clinical text for extraction and normalization. Its trust on a rich 
set of features for mention detection with conditional random fields-based model, and similarity, semantic 
textual measure for data mapping. 

In (Kanehisa, M., Goto, S., Sato, Y., Kawashima, M., Furumichi, M., and Tanabe M, 2014) authors 
produced method, KEGG is Reads mapped to the gut microbial gene catalog were assigned an identification 
number, according to the gene to category mapping that accompanied each of these databases. Subsequently 
mapped to KEGG modules and pathways where pathways. It should be gene coverage was above 0.2 whose 
pathways. And it’s examined JTK cycle to oscillations sequence.  
 
Proposed Method Architecture: 

The DIECTA Disease Information Extraction approach has five main phases, namely User Input, ICD-10 
Preprocess, symptom matching, disease closeness finding, matrix conversion, and extraction based on midst 
measure  

 

 
 
Fig. 1:  Proposed method Architecture 

 
In phase one, user inputs are preprocessed, and the relevant terms are retrieved from word net database 

which are considered as search keywords. The ICD-10 xml semi-structured file contains disease, symptoms, 
location and description. These information are retrieved and are stored to SQL database with corresponding 
code. After that they are clustered by diseases and human organs. This is done to reduce the search time. In 
phase two, to acquire the exact cluster, search keywords are matched with cluster index. The symptoms of the 
search keywords are identified next. In phase three, Retrieved symptoms and code are further used to select the 
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relevant diseases from ICD-10 cluster. Along with retrieved disease its closeness is also detected. The closeness 
count are calculated by tracking the repeated number of disease counts. In phase four, the Chief matrix is 
formed based on the closeness values and their impact on disease. The Tweak Matrix is then formed using the 
threshold value (TH) based on the minimum support value (MSV) and chief matrix. The Midst measure will 
find the common values by comparing Chief Matrix and Tweak Matrix and this is called Abridge Matrix. In 
Phase five, the disease are extracted based on the maximum values in the row and column in Abridge Matrix. 
 
Proposed Method: 
Query Processing and ICD-10 Preprocessing: 

In query preprocessing, the given user query is preprocessed to identify the search keywords. The search 
keywords are used for mining the information from health database. Stop word are removed first prior to 
keyword identification. And get meaning and related words from word-net data set and its will consider as 
search keywords. The search keywords are used for searching and matching with cluster index. Here cluster 
with the specific index alone is used by the disease matching phase. In ICD-10 XML file contain tags about 
disease, disease location, symptoms, disease description is preprocessed and converted to structured format. The 
preprocessed data are then clustered with respect to the location of the disease (Human Organs). Clustering is 
done here to reduce the search space of diseases. 
 
Symptoms Matching: 

In this phase, the words in the search keywords are matched with the symptoms. The symptoms matched 
with minimum two words in the search keywords are considered for the next phases. 

 
Procedure 1: Symptom Matching 
Auxiliary Variables: Assign c as Symptoms code 

Assign st as Primary Keywords Array 
Assign s1 as Symptom 
Assign S as Split symptom 
Assign des trim symptom code Array 
Assign disease as disease Array 

Begin:  
1 While Cluster symptoms Read 
2 s = Split s1 
3 temp = 0 
4 For l = 1 To k 
5        For m = 0 To s.Count - 1 
6    If st(l) = s(m) Then 
7     temp = temp + 1 
8     dup(temp) = s(m) 
9    End If 
10   Next 
11 Next 
12 If temp >= k Or temp >= k - 1 Then 
13    des = c 
14    des = des trim Length - 3 
15  select disease where disease code = des  
16  While disease Read 
17   dis = dis + 1 
18    disease(dis) = disease read 
19  End While 
20 End If 
21 End While 

End: Symptom Matching 
 

Disease Closeness Finding: 
In this phase the closeness of the diseases are calculated based on the occurrence of the symptoms in the 

search keywords. Here the repeated disease are count for the symptoms match. The closeness values of the 
disease are represented as a set for example {t1, t2, t3….tn}. 

Illustration;  User Input: Pain down my right leg 
Extracted disease is – 23: n=23 
Affected disease – 6 
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Procedure 2: Closeness Finding 
Auxiliary Variables: Assign a as closeness count 

Assign d as increment variable 
Assign dise as closeness disease 
Assign cls as closeness count 

     Begin:  
1 For z = 1 To dis 
2 a = 0 
3   For x = 1 To dis 
4      If disease (z) = disease(x) Then 
5            a = a + 1 
6      End If 
7   Next 

       8       If disease (z) <> dise (d) Then 
       9           d = d + 1 
     10          cls (d) = a 
     11          dese (d) = disease (z) 
      12       End If 

         13 Next 
    End: Closeness Finding 

 
T1 - Joint problems in the spine - 3 

 T2 - Sacroiliac joint dysfunction – 4 
 T3 - Piriformis syndrome – 1 
 T4 - Sports injury - 6 
 T5 - Atherosclerosis - 7 
 T6 - Other disorder of bone - 2 
Disease set {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6} – {3, 4, 1, 6, 7, 2} 

 
Matrix Conversion: 

The elements of closeness set constructed in the previous phase are considered as the diagonal elements of 
the chief matrix. The remaining elements are determined based on the impact of the disease occurrences (1st 
row 2nd column t2 = t1/t2 …last row last column is tn/tn). In this way a complete matrix is obtained and it’s 
called Chief Matrix. The maximum and minimum values are subtracted, the subtracted values are consider as 
Minimum Support Value (MSV). 

 
 

Fig. 2: Chief Matrix 
 
The reason for finding MSV is to determine the number of near accurate disease discover and assign the 

MSV value as maximum threshold value. After taken TH from user, the TH value is added to Chief Matrix 
elements which are less than MSV. One more matrix is generated which is consider as Tweak Matrix. 

Where,  
MSV = 7 – 0.1 = 6.9  
TH = 3.1 
Get threshold value from user (TH), TH range is 0 to MSV 
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Fig. 3: Tweak Matrix 

 
The Midst measure value is consider as Chief matrix and Tweak matrix selected.  

 
Where, 

 
 
Such value is consider and presented value is 1 otherwise it is considered 0. After taken complete matrix 

namely Abridge matrix.   
 

 
Fig. 4: Abridge Matrix 
 
Procedure 3: Matrix Conversion 
Auxiliary Variables: Assign temp2 as temporary  
variable 
   Assign Input as User threshold value 
 Assign tm as Tweak matrix 
Assign am as Abridge Matrix 
Begin: 
// Chief Matrix 
1 For b = 1 To d 
2     For f = 1 To d 
3         cm(b, f) = cls(b) 
4     Next 
                 5 Next 
//Minimum Support value 
1 MSV = Max (cm) – Min (cm) 
2 TH = get threshold value from user 
              // Tweak Matrix 
        1 If TH <= MSV Then 
        2    For b2 = 1 To d 
        3     For b3 = 1 To d 
        4    If cm (b2, b3) >= 0 And cm (b2, b3) <=  
MSV Then 
        5          tm (b2, b3) = tm (b2, b3) + TH 
        6        Else 
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        7          tm (b2, b3) = cm (b2, b3) 
        8    End If 
        9     Next 
        10   Next 
        11 End If 
//Abridge matrix 
1 For as1 = 1 To d 
2    For as2 = 1 To d 
3        If tm (as1, as2) > MSV Then 
4            count = count + 1 
5            am (as1, as2) = mat1 (as1, as2)  
6         End If 
7     Next 
8 Next 
End: Matrix Conversion 
 
Disease Extraction: 

The count of 1’s each row is calculated to find the extract disease. The rows having greater number of 1’s 
are the diseases to be extracted. Here T2 (Sacroiliac joint dysfunction) is considered as accurate disease. 
Similarly the column wise total is calculated to find the related disease. Here the column wise maximum is 
disease T6 (Other disorder of bone) which is consider as related disease. 

 
Procedure 4: Disease Extraction 
Auxiliary Variables: Assign am1 is temporary Abridge Matrix             
Begin: 

1 For x1 = 1 To count 
2   If count(x1) > z1 Then 
3      z1 = count(x1) 
4   End If 
5 Next 
6   For x11 = 1 To count 
7      count2 = 0 
8     For z11 = 1 To count 
9         If am(x11) = am (z11) Then 
10           count2 = count2 + 1 
11        End If 
12    Next 
13      az = az + 1 
14      am1 (az) = am1(x11) 
15      rel_cou(az) = count2 
16      If am (az) > max Then 
17         max = am (az) 
18      End If 
19 Next 
20 Final disease = am1 (max) 
End: Disease Extraction 

 
Emprical Findings: 

The proposed research method is implemented in Visual Studio 2012 with Language using Visual Basic 
under the configuration of Intel core i3 with 3 GB RAM. A total of 103032 ICD-10 records have been used for 
the implementation process. Investigational results yields better performance in terms of accuracy, coverage, RC 
and time complexity. Suppose if the query “pain down my legs” is given to the proposed work, “Sacroiliac joint 
dysfunction” disease is extracted as results based on user threshold value. The proposed work will produce 
better results when the threshold value is 3. The proposed work is valuated based on coverage, RC vale, 
precision, recall, and F-measure. RC measure is used to inspect of a given relation R compactness in traditional 
or improved RDBs. The higher RC value, the less redundant tuples the relation R contains.   
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Which reflects the percentage of classes that are covered by the representative set. Let C(R) be the number 
of distinct classes of representative set R, and |C| be the number of total classes in the source datasets, then the 
coverage degree is defined as Precision shows the fraction of most relevant instances from retrieved instances. 
Recall is also called as sensitivity represents the relevant instances that are retrieved.  The Statistical measure 
called the F- Measure shows the harmonic mean of combination of precision and recall. These measures are 
calculated for the proposed method to depict the efficiency of the method. 
Precision = TP / TP + FP  
Recall = TP / TP + FN  
F-Measure = (2 * (Precision * Recall) /  
(Precision + Recall)) 
Where,  
TP: True Positive 
FP: False Positive 
TN: True Negative 
FN: False Negative 

 
Table 1: User Threshold Value based Performance 
Threshold Value F-Measure Time (Sec) 
0.5 95.06 0.14 
1 95.06 0.14 
1.5 96.21 0.23 
2 96.03 1.21 
2.5 96.23 1 
3 96.45 1.2 
3.5 96.43 1.2 

 
Table 1 shows the value of F-Measure and Time (Sec). The F-measure and time is changed when user given 

various threshold values. The proposed method is give superior result which Threshold value 3. Time average is 
0.7 sec for the execution the proposed method.     

The results of the proposed method are compared with the existing method. The values of the metrics RC, 
Coverage, precision, recall and f-measure illustrates the efficiency of the proposed method, when comparing to 
the existing ones. Another way of performance analysis is also done base on the paper (Pan, 2005) (Manabu 
Torii, Manabu Torii, Kavishwar Wagholikar and Hongfang Liu, 2011) 

 
Table 2: Comparison Based on RC and Coverage Values  
Methods RC Values Coverage 
Sequential  0.0991 0.4156 
Heuristic  0.1231 0.6416 
Represent  0.5404 0.7953 
DIECTA 0.6532 1.654 

 

 
Fig. 5: Graphical representation of Table 2 

 
The Sequential and Heuristic method yield nearly 0.0991 % and 0.1231 % of RC value and about 0.4156 % 

and 0.6416 % of Coverage. The Represent (Jin Zhang, 2012) model depicts nearly 0.5404 % of RC values and 
0.7953 % of Coverage. When compared with these three models the DIECTA method holds 0.6532 % higher of 
0.6532 % of RC values with more relevant instances from the records. The Coverage value remains 1.654 % 
which status that high accurate instances were extracted. The table 2 demonstrates the values of RC values and 
Coverage for extraction. The unit of measurement for the RC values and Coverage are in percentage. The figure 
5, indicate the performance measure values evaluate by various method. 
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Table 3: Performance Analysis using Precision, Recall and F-Measure  
Methods Precision Recall F-Measure 
RBR 0.531 0.289 0.374 
BoW 0.515 0.306 0.384 
KBICE 0.815 0.330 0.470 
DIECTA 0.9532 0.554 0.576 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Comparative Analysis in terms of Precision, Recall AND F-Measure of Proposed with that of Existing 
Methods. 

 
The table 3 describe the values of precision, recall and f-measure. The figure 6. Indicate the performance 

measure values by various method. The unit of measurement for the precision, recall and f-measure are in 
percentage.  

The BoW model depicts nearly 0.51 % of precision, recall with 0.306 % and F-measure with 0.384 %. The 
RBR model results with 0.531 % of precision and 0.289 % and 0.374 % of recall and f- measure respectively. 
When compared with these three models the DIECTA method holds 0.9532 % higher average of precision with 
more relevant instances from the records. When compared with these three models the DIECTA method holds 
0.9532 % higher average of precision with more relevant instances from the records. The average recall value 
remains 0.554 % and the average of F-measure shows 0.576 % which status that high accurate instances were 
extracted. 
 
Conclusion: 

In DIECTA method Disease Closeness, Disease Matrix, Midst Measure based classifier is proposed to 
extract accurate and the relevant disease. The results are evaluated using RC and Coverage measure of machine 
learning. The DIECTA method enhanced the results of health information extraction taken with 103032 records 
and it yields 95.3% precision, 55.4 % recall, and 57.6 % F-Measure. The proposed method is a very good 
solution for the disease information extraction using ICD-10 codes. The execution time needed DIECTA is 
fewer than 0.7 seconds. 
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